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PHOTOGRAPHIC DOCUMENTATION
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ILLUSTRATION OF FHOTOGRAPHS AND SLIDES FROM
THESIS EXHIBIT.
Michael Robert Soluri
Masters of Fine Arts, Photography
College of Graphic Arts and Photography
Rochester Institute of Technology
June 6, 1972
.157510
"What I an conscious of and what
I feel is the picture I am making,
the relation of that picture to
others I have made, and more
generally, its relation to others
I have experienced."
Aaron Siskind
Illustration A
Rio de Janeiro, Brazil
Illustration A-l
Rio de Janeiro, Brazil
Illustration B
Summer 1971
Illustration
Summer 1971
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Summer 1971
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Illustration E
October 1971
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illustration F
October-November 1971
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Illustration G
Parking Ramp
Illustration
The Old Man.
H
Illustration I
Kennedy Space Center
^
May 2), 1972 
Froms Michael R. Soluri 
Cand ida te, !-1a.s ter oDf Fine Arts, Photography 
TOI ~T. Henry Beck 
Coordinator, MFA Program, Photo~raphy 
Dear Mr. Beck, 
On Page 2 of my thesis proposal under purpose of thesis, 
I s ta ted that •••• "and us ing the same photographic approach, doc unent the 
the activities of indivi0uals involved directly or in~irectly with the 
launching of an A.pollo Space Craft from the Kennedy Space Center." Since 
the conception of this inea and the actual photogra~hy of this i~ea 
several problems have developed. As aresult, therefore,of careful 
consideration with my advisors and a great deal of thinking on my part 
I feel I must not include in my thesis exhibition the photographs from 
the Space Center. 
While the photograrhs on the whole are qui te good and 
interesting as i~Bges, they do not fit the pattern of approach utilized 
in making the photographs at Four Corners. One factor was against I e 
that I did not plan on. It was one of time and wo~king under al~ost 
impossible shooting conditions. Since all the imag es made at the S?ace 
Center were during the wee k pri o ~ to the launch of Apollo 16, secu~ity , 
limited acess, and time were li rr ited to accredited press. Tb. e key 
to my documentary appra c ch is one of taklng one's time and seeing 
and composing. This was not the case a t KSC. In view of the lar ge 
body of work made at KS~,(26 rolls of E&W , 14 Color) I will disc'lSS th:s 
problem in the procedure section of my thesis report a nd make conc lus ions 
about the effort. I d o not feel the trip was a failure. I believe 
I have successfully. prebed the begining of what good be another area 
of visual exploration. The men behind the scens at Kennedy Space Cente~. 
I would, therefore, request that I not be held respon~; 
si ble for exhi bi ting the work fr cl'!'c :{SC. 2xacples fro r?l this work wi II 
appear in the thesis report to ill'lst,rate why my a r. v 30rs and I felt 
tha t this work would not "work" well; 'the images from Four Corne~s. 
Plans a~e under way for ~angi!:.g my thesis exhibition 
on or about June 1, 1972. I expect to hang on or ~bout 45 pictur?s. 
I expect to submit' my thesis report also on or a c out June 1, 1972. 
Thankyou for your attention. 
Michael R. Solurl 
CC/Tol C. Arnold 
D. Robe ~tsor;. 
M. Geisenger 
File 
Illustration t - 1 
Letter to Mr. H. Beck 
Ref: Apollo photo ••• 
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Illustration J
Sequence. .. .3 pictures
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Illustration K
Example of poster
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